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NON SEQUITUR by Wiley

BLONDIE by Dean Young and John Marshall

HI & LOIS by Chance Browne

HAGAR THE HORRIBLE by Chris Browne

SNUFFY SMITH by Fred Lasswell
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ACROSS
1 Second of a series
5 “Heidi” author

10 Writer Buchanan
14 Clarified fat
15 Diffident
16 Distance runner Jim
17 Brought into play
18 Italian friends
19 Suffix for adherents
20 Top-notch

accommodations
23 Botanist’s interest
24 WWII zone
25 Expressions of

confusion
27 Neighbor of Isr.
28 Soprano Felicity
32 Monkey suits
34 Remove with care
37 Sloping position
38 Top-notch dining
42 St. intersectors
43 Infamous mama’s

boy
44 Old-time actress

Ada
46 Lip
47 Slot-filler
50 Rap Dr.
51 Low-spirited
54 Wear away
56 Top-notch

accommodations
61 Insect’s feeler
62 Make a mistake
63 Short theatrical

sketch
64 Eisenhower and

others

65 Broadway orphan
66 New money
67 Sign over

68 Palm fruits
69 Gush

DOWN
1 Misleading

devices
2 With no sweat
3 Howard of “The

Key”
4 Venomous

viper
5 ERA, e.g.
6 High-grade cotton
7 Norse giant
8 Nouveau __
9 No genius

10 Pennsylvania port
11 Reading disorder
12 Almond housing
13 Ques. response
21 Leaves for lunch?
22 Moppet
26 Mach-2 breakers
29 Jewel’s partner in

retail
30 Prefix with

marketing or
vision

31 Contemptible cads
33 University of Utah

team
34 Lanchester or

Maxwell
35 Old VOA parent
36 Recipe meas.
38 Political division
39 Cook too long
40 Did some shoe

repairs
41 Ponderer
45 Advisors to the

pres.
47 Adopted
48 Respect
49 Grant
52 Sportscaster

Rashad
53 Riga’s river
55 Kentucky Derby

prize
57 Nave’s neighbor
58 Ain’t correct?
59 Falco of “The

Sopranos”
60 Misfortunes
61 Abbreviated photo
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Bridge
by Frank Stewart

Heavy-minded play

Statin class best to prevent heart attack
Dear Dr. Roach: I’m writ-

ing to request a second opin-
ion regarding my cholesterol
situation. After 20-plus years
(I’m 66) on statins, I have
become concerned about per-
ceived muscle fatigue.

I went off Vytorin for two
months and had a blood test.
Before going off, my numbers
were HDL 56, triglycerides 60
and LDL 111.

After being off the statin
for two months my numbers
were HDL 65, triglycerides 86
and LDL 205.

Because the triglycerides
and HDL were still within the
reference range but there was
a large increase in the LDL,
my doctor recommended that
I have a coronary calcium
screening done. This score
came back a 3.

Given that number, my doc-
tor felt I did not need to be on
a statin. I might add that none
of my other yearly blood and
urine screening numbers are
ever out of the normal range.

I have never smoked, and I
exercise four or five times a
week. I’m 6 feet tall and weigh
165 pounds.

However, I’m now wonder-
ing if I am making a mistake
by being off the statin, given
that the coronary calcium
screening is not a standard
test for cholesterol. — T.Z.

The most important point
is that an LDL of 200 is too
high, and it should be treated,
normally with a statin. If you
had side effects to simvas-
tatin (the statin component
of Vytorin), then try atorv-
astatin (Lipitor), rosuvastatin
(Crestor) or even other statins
if need be.

The evidence is still that
the statin class is best to pre-
vent heart attack and death.
Rosuvastatin can be taken
every other day, which might

reduce muscle aches.
The issue with your calci-

um score is trickier. I enlisted
the help of a cardiologist, Dr.
Erica Jones, at Cornell. She
notes that a low calcium score
predicts low risk of heart
attack in the next 15 years in
people who have not been tak-
ing statins.

She sometimes will get a
calcium score on people when
it’s unclear whether a statin is
necessary, and will hold off on
prescribing statins in people
with very low scores, those
who are less likely to ben-
efit. In your case, the calcium
score of 3 is harder to inter-
pret because of the long time
you had been on statins. She
agreed that someone in your
situation should continue on
a statin.

DR. ROACH WRITES: In
a recent column, I suggest-
ed an MRI for a person with
longstanding dizziness and
a pacemaker. Several astute

readers pointed out that MRI
scans are not normally done
for people with pacemakers,
and wanted to know if that
had changed.

I admit that I didn’t think
through the interaction of
pacemakers and MRI scan-
ners when writing the answer,
but I’m glad to have a chance
to review it now. There have
been cases where a person
with a permanent pacemaker
required an MRI scan, and
case series have shown gener-
ally minor adverse effects in
people with pacemakers after
an MRI.

However, the presence of a
pacemaker still makes an MRI
very risky, and it should not
be performed unless the MRI
scan is absolutely necessary.
Several device makers recent-
ly have made MRI-compatible
pacemakers, and one of these
has been approved by the Food
and Drug Administration. I
appreciate the careful reading
and alertness of my readers.

DENNIS THE MENACE by Hank Ketcham

THE FAMILY CIRCUS by Bil Keane

BEETLE BAILEY by Mort Walker
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Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based
on a 9x9 grid with several given num-
bers. The object is to place the numbers
1 to 9 in the empty squares so that each
row, each column and each 3x3 box con-
tains the same number only once. The
difficulty level of the Conceptis Sudoku
increases from Monday to Sunday.
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